Workshop on the Sound Systems of Mexico and Central America
Yale University, April 4-6, 2014

Friday, April 4

12:00PM-12:45PM  Registration Opens
12:45PM-1:00PM  Opening Remarks

Session 1

INVITED TALK
1:00PM-1:45PM  The emergence from tone of vowel register and graded nasalization in the Eastern Chatino of San Miguel Panixtlahuaca: Part 1
Tony Woodbury (University of Texas at Austin)

1:45PM-2:00PM  Break

Session 2

2:00PM-2:30PM  Tono, acento y patrón silábico en el triqui de Chicahuaxtla
Fidel Hernández (Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México)

2:30PM-3:00PM  From overt tonal contrast to phonation and covert tonal contrast in Quiavini Zapotec
Hiroto Uchihara and Mark Sicoli (Georgetown University)

3:00PM-3:30PM  Fonética y fonología de los tonos del cuicateco de San Juan Tepeuxila
Marcela San Giacomo (Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México)

3:30PM-3:45PM  Break

Session 3

INVITED TALK
3:45PM-4:30PM  Tone-intonation interactions in Choguita Rarámuri (Tarahumara)
Gabriela Caballero (University of California, San Diego)

INVITED TALK
4:30PM-5:15PM  Retroflexion in Q’anjob’al Obstruents
Ryan Shosted (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)

Evening  DINNER
Saturday, April 5

8:30AM-9:30AM  BREAKFAST

Session 4

9:30AM-10:15AM  INVITED TALK
*The emergence from tone of vowel register and graded nasalization in the Eastern Chatino of San Miguel Panxtlahuaca: Part 2*
John Kingston (University of Massachusetts Amherst)

10:15AM-11:00AM  INVITED TALK
*Estructura y tamaño de los inicios silábicos del Amuzgo*
Esther Herrera Zendejas (El Colegio de México)

Session 5

11:15AM-11:45AM  *Marcación entonativa en enunciados afirmativos, negativos, declarativos neutros e interrogativos neutros en Huave de San Mateo del Mar, Oaxaca*
Mary Carmen Aguilar Ruiz (El Colegio de México), Samuel Herrera Castro (Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México), Erika Mendoza Vázquez (El Colegio de México)

11:45PM-12:15PM  *Phonological evidence for the syntax of preverbal and postverbal subjects in Huave*
Marjorie Pak (Emory University)

12:15PM-2:00PM  POSTER SESSION AND LUNCH
Poster presentations

*El estatus fonológico de las consonantes /s/ y /ʃ/ del matlatzinca actual y su desarrollo histórico*
Etna Pascacio (Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México)

*Intonation patterns of interrogative constructions in Ixpantepec Nieves Tu’un Savi (Mixtec)*
Younah Chung and Amanda Ritchart (University of California, San Diego)

*La palatalización en el mazateco de San Lorenzo Cuaunecuititla, Oaxaca*
Hugo Carrera Guerrero (Benemérita Universidad Autónoma de Puebla)

*The interaction between laryngealized vowels, stress and falling pitch in Mariteco Cora word prosody*
Yuni Kim (University of Manchester), Margarita Valdovinos (Ibero-American Institute of Berlin)

*The representation of tone in Ixpantepec Nieves Tu’un Savi (Mixtec)*
Lucien Carroll (University of California, San Diego)
Poster presentations (contd.)

Towards understanding the phonology of Colonial Valley Zapotec: methods & early results
Brook Danielle Lillehaugen, Allyson Stronach, Flora Berklein (Haverford College)

Prosodic trapping in the inflectional morphology of Kaqchikel (Mayan)
Ryan Bennett (Yale University) and Robert Henderson (Wayne State University)

Session 6

2:00PM-2:30PM Nasalization and Voiceless Obstruents in Yoloxóchitl Mixtec: An Aerodynamic Analysis
Ryan Shosted (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign), Rey Castillo Garcia (Secretaría de Educación Pública, Guerrero, Mexico), Jonathan Amith (Gettysburg College), Christian DiCanio (Haskins Laboratories)

2:30PM-3:00PM Laryngeals in Guarijío (Uto-Aztecan): Synchrony and Diachrony
Jason Haugen (Oberlin College)

3:00PM-3:30PM El anclaje del rasgo [+glotis constreñida] en los procesos de derivación del Kumiaí (Yumano)
Carlos Ivanhoe Gil Burgoin (El Colegio de México)

3:30PM-3:45PM Break

Session 7

3:45PM-4:30PM INVITED TALK
Nasalidad en lenguas Otomangues: Fonética, fonología, tipología
Mario Chávez Peón (CIESAS, Mexico City)

INVITED TALK

4:30PM-5:15PM Substance-based Phonological Typology: The contribution of Mexican languages
Heriberto Avelino (CIESAS, Mexico City)

Evening DINNERS
Sunday, April 6

8:30AM-9:30AM BREAKFAST

Session 8

INVITED TALK
9:30AM-10:15AM Del anclaje a los grados de laringización en lenguas Zapotecas: perspectiva histórica y comparativa
Francisco Arellanes (Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México)

10:15AM-10:45AM Tonogenesis and Reduplication in Balsas River Nahuatl of Central Guerrero, Mexico
Jonathan Amith (Gettysburg College)

10:45AM-11:00AM Break

Session 9

INVITED TALK
11:00AM-11:45AM Tones in San Juan Quiahije Chatino
Emiliana Cruz (University of Massachusetts Amherst)

INVITED TALK
11:45AM-12:30PM The Evolution of Phonotactic Restrictions in Huave
Rolf Noyer (University of Pennsylvania)

12:30PM-1:15PM LUNCH

Session 10

INVITED TALK
1:15PM-2:00PM Trique tonal coarticulation and the seeds of distributional asymmetries in tonal phonology
Christian DiCanio (Haskins Laboratories)

2:00PM-2:15PM Closing Remarks
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